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ties exaggerated the nature of Indian demands, deprecated them in
strong language, enjoined on the people abstension from all agitation
and launched repressive measures.
Next to Maharashtra, Madras was the most active province and
Mrs. Besant was the spirit behind it. The great Irish woman, with her
eloquence and spirited writings hi New India, gave a trumpet call for
Home Rule. Her journal came under the wrath of the Madras
bureaucracy. She fought back. The Government helped the Justice
Party in South India which declared itself against Home Rule, sup-
ported the British autocracy and began an attack on all who stood for
the Congress ideal.
On June 16 Lord Pentland, the Governor of Madras, tried to gag
the Home Rule movement by an order of internment on Mrs. Besant
and her co-workers. There was a country-wide agitation against the
order and contrary to the expectations of the bureaucracy, the Home
Rule agitation prospered.
The words "Home Rule" were chosen as a short popular cry,
marking the fact that the struggle was not for separation from Great
Britain but for liberty within the empire. It was a common demand
of the Extremists as well as the Moderates, of the Congress and of the
Muslim League. There was no hindrance to the war effort. On the
contrary all the leaders were advising the citizens to help Britain.
Tilak appealed to the people to enroll in the army: "We need the
protection of England even as a matter of pure self-interest. This is
the keynote to which the song of Home Rule must be tuned; you
must not forget that it is the connection with England that has given
rise to the ambitions that fill your hearts today."
A joint meeting of the All-India Congress Committee and of the
Council of the Muslim League was convened on July 28. A small
deputation consisting of Jinnah, Sastri, Sapru and Wazir Hassan was
appointed to proceed to England, to explain and to promote the
scheme of reform adopted at Lucknow. It asked for an authoritative
pronouncement "pledging the Imperial Government in unequivocal
terms to the policy of making India a self-governing member of the
British Empire". Tilak9s voice reigned supreme at the joint session.
The joint meeting wanted to plan a campaign of passive resistance
in order to secure the release of the Home Rule internees as also of
the AH brothers and Maulana Azad. Tilak disagreed with all those
who sought to»bring about the release of Mrs. Besant merely by

